Summer is here, Smile again!
16 juillet 2015
Because there are some period of the year is easier to smile, we want that period to be with us again.

This summer, you can find the 7” Smile monitor (ref.6550) and its KIT version (ref.5071) in all our Official Distributors.
You liked its design before, you will love it even more now: discover its revamped aesthetic with new white outline. Pure
and sleek.

Smile is an advanced hands-free monitor with high-performance features:
OSD menu with easy browsing through graphic icons. Simple and intuitive!
With capacitive pushbuttons to activate the user functions on/off. Try it and feel the smoothness and agility!
Surface or flush-mounted installation options (ask for accessories).
Additional functions available such as call divert through the telephone interface or integration with CCTV.
The 7” Smile Kit is supplied with all necessary material for an individual residence installation:
7” Smile Monitor
1/W City VDS Door Entry Panel
Power Supply

Additionally, depending on the characteristics of each home, the professional may recommend to final customers the
incorporation of a wide range of accessories to complete the installation.

A 2nd door entry panel
The back door or the garage door can
count on the additional service of a
video panel (ref.48505) or audio panel
(ref.48455).

With a monitor or up to two
telephones in the home
A perfect choice in order to avoid that
the stairs of the villa become a
nightmare for the user. No need for
additional power.

Forward the call to any landline- or
mobile phone and be able to respond
and open the door, wherever you are.
You only need one Telephone Interface
(ref.4545) in the installation.

Additional surveillance.
From the video door entry system, the
pool, the garage or the desired point
may be controlled, thanks to
surveillance cameras connected to the
monitor.

Smile References
5071: 1/W 7" Smile Kit VDS
6550: 7" Smile Monitor
6548: Smile Monitor Conector
6552: Decorative Frame Flush Mounted Smile 7"
6551: 7" Smile Monitor Flush Box

Summer is here, smile again!

With additional functions
From the OSD menu, capacitive
buttons of the monitor can activate
different elements: Open or close the
garage door or turn on the courtesy
light when a visitor comes. Simply add
a relay activation (ref.2013)

